Meeting at Central Hall
We are now able to offer the options of meeting on Sunday mornings either in Central Hall or online
using Zoom. Meeting at Central Hall will take place with the following guidelines:
1. You should book your place in advance by Thursday.
2. Anyone showing symptoms of, or has had a recent positive test result for, COVID-19 (a new
continuous cough, a high temperature or a loss of, or change in, their normal sense of taste or
smell) should not attend due to the risk that they pose to others; they should self-isolate at home
immediately with other members of their household.
3. By law you are required to wear a face covering on arrival and throughout the meeting unless you
have are exempt1.
4. Hand sanitiser will be available on entry and should be used.
5. You will be directed to your allocated chair where you should stay throughout the meeting unless
you need the toilet. Chairs will have been sanitised before the meeting.
6. Chairs between households/bubbles/individuals will be spaced 2m apart.
7. You should maintain the social distance of 2m from anyone outside your household/bubble.
8. Conversation should only take place within your household, bubble or group of 6.
9. Songs will be used in worship, but we will not be singing out loud.
10. The room will be ventilated so please dress accordingly.
11. Please bring your own Bible.
12. If you think you might want a drink or tissues you are asked to bring your own. Drinks will not be
served.
13. In keeping with Government guidance, we will keep a record of attendance for 21 days to assist the
track and trace system.
14. The Government advises that certain groups of people may be at increased risk of severe disease
from COVID-19, including people who are aged 70 or older, regardless of medical conditions, and
therefore recommends that if you are in one of these groups you should not attend.
15. When the meeting has finished, you are encouraged to move on promptly. For further
conversation we encourage you to think of places you can go to be able to talk within the
Government guidelines.
The full risk assessment is available on our website (or on request) if you would like to read it.
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There are valid exemptions for some individuals and groups to not wear a face covering in a place of worship. In particular,
those who are leading services or events, and those who assist them. See https://bit.ly/39X6iLV for details.

